Name

Period

Chapter 7, Ancient India Review (for help, see page 246)
246)
Make sure you use the entire box, this will be graded on EFFORT, too!

BIG IDEAS
(WHAT ARE THE MAIN POINTS OF THIS LESSON?)

Geography
•
•
•

Government
•
•
•

Belief Systems
•
•
•

Culture
•
•
•

Caste System (how did it work)
•
•
•

KEYWORDS, IDEAS, PEOPLE

VISUAL/PICTURE – DRAW A PICTURE
THAT REPRESENTS THIS LESSON

Name
Across
1. religion that was created by
Siddhartha Gautama
3. the Hindu belief that good deeds will cause a
(we know it as 'what comes around goes around)
5. ancient language considered
to be Indo-European; ancient
Hindu texts are written in this
language
7. the empire of India that rode

Period

person to be reborn in a higher caste

elephants into battle

and conquered much of India
9. other mountains of northwestern India
10. one of the hindu gods
starting with "B"
11. another word for a "class"
of Indian
society; for
example, the lowest "class" Sudra
15. the man responsible for kicking
the British out of India
16. one of the important ancient
hindu texts
18. seasonal wind of India
19. the river that the first
civilization of India grew around
20. these people came to India
around 1500 B.C. from Central
Asia
22. religion that Hinduism grew
out of
Down
2. the first civilization in India was named
for one of its large cities
4. means non-violence which helped get the
British out of India
6. empire when India reached its Golden Age
with arts, literature
and inventions
8. In Buddhism, this is the end of suffering
9. the largest religion in India; they believe
in reincarnation and several paths to god
12. Buddhists believe in following this path
to reach nirvana
13. the large land mass of India that makes
it almost as large as a continent
14. a number that was invented in India
17. physical exercise practiced by Hindus
21. mountains of northern india where
Mt. Everest is located
23. The Hindu belief that people have
many lives
24. the Buddhist king who stopped wars and spread Buddhism around India

